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What is Open Data?

• Open data is data that can be freely used, re-used and redistributed 

by anyone 

• Subject only, at most, to the requirement to attribute and sharealike.

• Availability and Access

• Re-use and Redistribution

• Universal Participation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Availability and Access: the data must be available as a whole and at no more than a reasonable reproduction cost, preferably by downloading over the internet. The data must also be available in a convenient and modifiable form.Re-use and Redistribution: the data must be provided under terms that permit re-use and redistribution including the intermixing with other datasets.Universal Participation: everyone must be able to use, re-use and redistribute - there should be no discrimination against fields of endeavor or against persons or groups. For example, ‘non-commercial’ restrictions that would prevent ‘commercial’ use, or restrictions of use for certain purposes (e.g. only in education), are not allowed.If you’re wondering why it is so important to be clear about what open means and why this definition is used, there’s a simple answer: interoperability.



Interoperability
• Diverse systems and organizations 

working together (inter-operate).
• The ability to componentize and to 

‘plug together’ components which 
is essential to building large, 
complex systems. 
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Interoperability denotes the ability of diverse systems and organizations to work together. In this case, it is the ability to interoperate - or intermix - different datasets.Interoperability is important because it allows for different components to work together. This ability to componentize and to ‘plug together’ components is essential to building large, complex systems. Without interoperability this becomes near impossible — as evidenced in the most famous myth of the Tower of Babel where the (in)ability to communicate (to interoperate) resulted in the complete breakdown of the tower-building effort.The key point is that when opening up data, the focus is on non-personal data, that is, data which does not contain information about specific individuals.Similarly, for some kinds of government data, national security restrictions may apply.



Why Open Data?
• Transparency and democratic control
• Participation
• Self-empowerment
• Improve or create new private products and services
• Innovation
• Improved efficiency & effectiveness of government services
• Impact measurement of policies
• New knowledge from combined data sources and patterns in large 

data volumes
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Democracy is a system of government in which the citizens exercise power directly or through elected officials.  As taxpayers we have the right to have access to data and research conducted with federal funds. 



What would someone need in order 
to find, understand, evaluate, and 

reuse your data?



Reproducibility
The Three R’s

Image Source: http://merchinsider.com/dealing-with-copycats/
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The language and conceptual framework of “research reproducibility” are nonstandard and unsettled across the sciencesReproducibility is the ability to get the same research results using the raw data and computer programs provided by the researchers. A related concept is replicability, meaning the ability to independently achieve similar conclusions when differences in sampling, research procedures and data analysis methods may existReproducible data. Reproducibility is one component of the precision of a measurement or test method. The other component is repeatability which is the degree of agreement of tests or measurements on replicate specimens by the same observer in the same laboratory.A study is reproducible if there is a specific set of computational functions/analyses (usually specified in terms of code) that exactly reproduce all of the numbers in a published paper from raw data. It is now recognized that a critical component of the scientific process is that data analyses can be reproduced. This point has been driven home particularly for personalized medicine applications, where irreproducible results can lead to delays in evaluating new procedures that affect patients’ health. But just because a study is reproducible does not mean that it is replicable. Replicability is stronger than reproducibility. A study is only replicable if you perform the exact same experiment (at least) twice, collect data in the same way both times, perform the same data analysis, and arrive at the same conclusions. The difference with reproducibility is that to achieve replicability, you have to perform the experiment and collect the data again. This of course introduces all sorts of new potential sources of error in your experiment (new scientists, new materials, new lab, new thinking, different settings on the machines, etc.)Replication is a term referring to the repetition of a research study, generally with different situations and different subjects, to determine if the basic findings of the original study can be applied to other participants and circumstances.



Metadata

Image Source: http://guides.library.uq.edu.au/research-data-management/metadata
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Metadata is “data [information] that provides information about other data". Three distinct types of metadata exist: descriptive metadata, structural metadata, and administrative metadata.Descriptive metadata describes a resource for purposes such as discovery and identification. It can include elements such as title, abstract, author, and keywords.Structural metadata is metadata about containers of data and indicates how compound objects are put together, for example, how pages are ordered to form chapters. It describes the types, versions, relationships and other characteristics of digital materials. Administrative metadata provides information to help manage a resource, such as when and how it was created, file type and other technical information, and who can access it.



Methods

• Code

• Survey

• Codebook

• Data Dictionary

• Anything else you think is 

necessary

Image Sources: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Entity_Relationship_Diagram.jpg &
http://www.iconarchive.com/tag/code
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Code:What does computational reproducibility mean?  It means that all details of computation — code and data — are made routinely available to others. If I can run your code on your data, then I can understand what you did. We need to expose all the steps that went into any discovery that relies on a computer.Survey:  If you can, aka you are not using a copyrighted instrument, sharing your instrument along with your published research and data can assist others in reproducing or replicating your study.  How can I determine if the question is copyrighted?  Read the documentation carefully; contact the investigators directly.Codebook:A codebook describes the contents, structure, and layout of a data collection. A well-documented codebook "contains information intended to be complete and self-explanatory for each variable in a data file.“  Codebooks begin with basic front matter, including the study title, name of the principal investigator(s), table of contents, and an introduction describing the purpose and format of the codebook. Some codebooks also include methodological details, such as how weights were computed, and data collection instruments, while others, especially with larger or more complex data collections, leave those details for a separate user guide and/or data collection instrument.Data Dictionary:A Data Dictionary is a collection of names, definitions, and attributes about data elements that are being used or captured in a database, information system, or part of a research project. It describes the meanings and purposes of data elements within the context of a project, and provides guidance on interpretation, accepted meanings and representation. A Data Dictionary also provides metadata about data elements. The metadata included in a Data Dictionary can assist in defining the scope and characteristics of data elements, as well the rules for their usage and application. Data Dictionaries are useful for a number of reasons. In short, they:Assist in avoiding data inconsistencies across a projectHelp define conventions that are to be used across a projectProvide consistency in the collection and use of data across multiple members of a research teamMake data easier to analyzeEnforce the use of Data Standards

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Entity_Relationship_Diagram.jpg


Security
HIPAA/FERPA

Storage
Rule of 3: 2 onsite, 1 offsite
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HIPPA: The Security Rule requires covered entities to maintain reasonable and appropriate administrative, technical, and physical safeguards for protecting e-PHI.�Specifically, covered entities must:Ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of all e-PHI they create, receive, maintain or transmit;Identify and protect against reasonably anticipated threats to the security or integrity of the information;Protect against reasonably anticipated, impermissible uses or disclosures; andEnsure compliance by their workforce.FERPA:Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act: Sharing student data that are not personally identifiable is permissible. Even with regard to personally identifiable student information, clear permissible disclosures (without written parent or eligible student consent) include the following: evaluating/auditing federal and state-supported programs and implementing school and district accountability, including disclosures of student data by postsecondary institutions to state educational agencies and school districts to evaluate how well they prepared students for college sharing state-level, as well as district-level, data with organizations to conduct research to improve instruction, assuming state law expressly or implicitly gives the state this authority sharing student records with workforce and other noneducation agencies to evaluate (or audit or ensure compliance of) publicly funded education programs, including any education programs administered by the workforce or noneducation agency monitoring and analyzing assessment, enrollment, and graduation data sharing student records from a student’s prior school with the student’s new or prospective school redisclosing data by the state education agency for purposes and to recipients that come within FERPA-authorized disclosures maintaining a teacher identification system that links teachers and students (and disclosing that information to the extent consistent with FERPA-authorized disclosures) Backup & StorageIn order to maintain the integrity of stored data, project data should be protected from physical damage as well as from tampering, loss, or theft. This is best done by limiting access to the data. Researchers should decide which project members are authorized to access and manage the stored data.Notebooks or paper questionnaires should be kept together in a safe, secure location away from public access, e.g., a locked file cabinet. Make digital copies of notebooks and backup the digital scans with the rest of your data.Version control software is useful for tracking updates to files as you work with them.��Data should be backed up on a regular basis. Scheduled backups, to an off-site location (i.e., a different building or a different geographic area) will help protect from catastrophic data loss.  You should also test it periodically.��Consider:How much storage will be needed for the project.How often should the data be backed up (or: how much can you afford to lose if it has not been backed up for a day/week/month)?Can you automate the backups (scheduled, or synchronized whenever you connect to the network)Determine backup and retention policies. Some funders require you to keep your data for a certain amount of time.  Let a repository handle that for you!



More Information

• Digital Scholarship Services – https://www.lib.uci.edu/dss

• Research Data Management Guide - https://guides.lib.uci.edu/datamanagement

• Transparency and Openness Promotion (TOP) Guidelines -https://cos.io/our-services/top-guidelines/

• Replicability vs. reproducibility — or is it the other way around? -

http://languagelog.ldc.upenn.edu/nll/?p=21956

• HIPAA Security Rule: https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/security/laws-regulations/index.html

• Complying with FERPA: http://dataqualitycampaign.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Complying-with-

FERPA-03.2013.pdf

https://www.lib.uci.edu/dss
https://guides.lib.uci.edu/datamanagement
http://languagelog.ldc.upenn.edu/nll/?p=21956
https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/security/laws-regulations/index.html
http://dataqualitycampaign.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Complying-with-FERPA-03.2013.pdf


Thanks!

Danielle Kane 
Data Management & Curation Librarian
UC Irvine Libraries
Kaned@uci.edu
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